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BlueRock is a multidisciplinary
entrepreneurial advisory firm
that helps people to operate and
grow successful businesses and
achieve their personal goals.

With a complete suite of services our whole team of specialists
work together with you to get exceptional outcomes.
Formed over 10 years ago, BlueRock has grown to become an
exciting and successful entrepreneurial community. We are
a certified B Corporation, giving consideration to our broader
community impact, and have been featured in BRW’s ‘Fast 100’
list two years in a row. We have also been awarded a ‘Best Places
to Work’ award three years running (placing 7th, 6th and 4th in
Australia).

We work with exceptional people to achieve exceptional things.
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Accounting

SMSF

BlueRock’s accountants take compliance
and reporting up a notch to create a true
partnership. We act as your advisory team,
meeting with you regularly to maintain
proactivity and strategically drive your
business forward.

Superannuation offers amazing
opportunities for long-term wealth
accumulation. Our SMSF specialists
work closely with your accountants and
finance team to plan and consolidate your
financial future.

Private Wealth

Law

Mapping out a clear financial future
needs a team approach. So our financial
planners, lawyers and accountants
collaborate on a smart strategy to help
you accumulate wealth, protect your loved
ones and meet your life goals.

Our industry experience and best-practice
approach to law makes setting up a
business easy. Our specialised team
guides you through complex legal issues
without unexpected costs, so you can
grow your business with confidence.

Bookkeeping

Data Intelligence

Our dedicated bookkeeping team takes
care of the day-to-day record keeping
involved in running a successful business.
We deliver accurate and timely data and
reports through cloud technology, so you
can make the best business decisions
with the right information.

Propella.ai
We combine our property expertise with
vast and broad geo-spatial data sets and
advanced analytics to provide the property
industry with sophisticated insights
that drive better decision-making for
commercial properties.

Digital

EMT

Our Digital team harnesses the power of
digital to drive meaningful growth and
efficiencies for businesses. Our end-to-end
service means we specialise in everything
from digital strategy and optimisation
through to web and app development,
systems consulting, brand and marketing.

BlueRock EMT specialises in legal,
corporate finance, strategy and
venture studio services specifically
for the Entertainment, Media and
Technology industries across
Australia and the United States. If
your franchise operates within these
industries or you’re exploring global
expansion, this is the team for you.

Finance

General Insurance

From home loans to large-scale
development funding, BlueRock Finance
aims to make the impossible possible.
We secure the right finance to bring your
dreams to life and support you every step
of the way.

If you’re in business then you most likely
own assets – and that means risk. We
seek out the best value insurance for your
franchise properties, contents, vehicles
and equipment, and tackle difficult claims
for you.

Grants & Incentives

Places

We’re experts when it comes to the
Australian Government’s tax incentives.
If your company wants to do research
and development, exporting or another
grant-supported activity, we can help you
recover a generous slice of the expenses
while remaining compliant.

We leverage data to create vibrant places
that address people’s changing lifestyles,
help entrepreneurial retail businesses
succeed, and deliver on commercial
imperatives for property developers and
landlords.
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Improve Your
Client Experience
Our multidisciplinary framework
means we provide a one-stopshop on all aspects of growing a
successful business and private
wealth.
With many years of experience in the world of entrepreneurship
and a wide professional services community, we are well-placed to
support you with holistic, tailored and innovative growth strategies
that complement your finance solutions, all in one place. Your advisor
network will have an experienced and expert team of specialists
in their back pocket to call or bounce ideas off, giving them the
confidence and freedom to effectively advise your clients.

One thing I have appreciated about BlueRock is the
wide range of services they provide. Whether it's digital
or accounting, they have supported us as a hospitality
business; through how we structure our finances and
looking at the digital platform we have to enable the
businesses I've worked with to function well. They're a great
team to work with and I highly recommend them!
Brenton Howie, Schnitz
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Multidisciplinary Team

George Karavias
Director, BlueRock SMSF
george.karavias@thebluerock.com.au
+61 403 206 413

Paul Evans
Director, BlueRock Accounting
paul.evans@thebluerock.com.au
+61 404 656 711

Leigh Fernando
Director, BlueRock Private Wealth
george.karavias@thebluerock.com.au
+61 468 948 149

Dan Holdsworth
Director, BlueRock Law
dan.holdsworth@thebluerock.com.au
+61 402 012 159
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Accounting
Why Choose BlueRock
Accounting?
BlueRock Accounting offers entrepreneurial expertise and
innovative technology that puts businesses ahead of the
pack. Our business accounting and advisory solutions
drive growth and profit to help people meet their goals
and live a good life.
We always look for better and different ways of doing
things and leverage cloud-based software and integrated
reporting systems to provide confidence in the numbers
and deliver insightful data so business owners can make
great business decisions.

We work closely with BlueRock’s other divisions to provide the following holistic and
strategic services that result in the best outcomes for our clients:

Business advisory

Specialist tax

Government grants

Cash flow management

Corporate compliance

Business accounting and tax

Cloud accounting and analytics

Get in touch
with a BlueRock
Accountant
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Paul Evans
Director, BlueRock Accounting
paul.evans@thebluerock.com.au
+61 404 656 711
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SMSF
Why Choose BlueRock SMSF?
BlueRock’s SMSF division combines the experience and
knowledge of our financial planning and investment team with
that of our accounting and compliance experts to give you the
best holistic advice on all things superannuation.

We work closely with the whole BlueRock community to provide the following SMSF-related services
that are carefully considered as part of a complete wealth strategy:

Goals-based, comprehensive advice on your
superannuation fund

Advice on SMSF contributions and pensions

Advice on direct investment opportunities only
accessible via an SMSF

Frequent reviews of your investment strategies

Comprehensive SMSF investment and wealth
accumulation strategies

Estate planning specific to your SMSF needs

SMSF tax planning (how to utilise the
superannuation environment to grow your wealth
in a tax-efficient manner)

Advice on property acquisition

Fixed-Fee SMSF Compliance
We also provide great value for money with our fixed-fee SMSF compliance package:

Live data updates and monthly reconciliations

Regular contribution and pension updates

Independent SMSF audits

Annual Financial Statements

Guidance on superannuation law

Easy access to your fund’s portfolio via our online
portal

Annual Tax Returns and lodgement

ATO compliance obligations

An actuarial certificate (if required)

A dedicated SMSF specialist accountant you can
talk to

Get in touch with
a BlueRock SMSF
Specialist
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George Karavias
Director, BlueRock SMSF
george.karavias@thebluerock.com.au
+61 403 206 413
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Private Wealth
Why Choose BlueRock
Private Wealth?
BlueRock Private Wealth is an experienced team of
certified financial advisors and private wealth specialists
who believe that it’s absolutely vital to have a Plan B in
life, but that Plan A is where the magic happens. Through
effective financial planning and tailored investment
strategies, BlueRock’s Private Wealth team ensures a
strong foundation and clear roadmap to reach short-term
milestones and long-term goals.
Our service offering can be tailored for those starting
their wealth journey, right through to comprehensive
Family Office structuring and governance. The
fundamentals remain the same irrespective of the
magnitude of your wealth.

BlueRock’s Private Wealth team works closely with other areas of BlueRock to
provide holistic advice and execution across the following services:

Goals-Based strategic financial
advice

Personal cash flow forecasting,
analysis and tracking

Superannuation

Investment advice

Life insurance

Estate planning

SMSF property advice and strategy

Get in touch with
a BlueRock Private
Wealth Specialist
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Leigh Fernando
Director, BlueRock Private Wealth
leigh.fernando@thebluerock.com.au
+61 468 948 149
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Law
Why Choose BlueRock Law?
Our legal eagles in the BlueRock Law team have a wealth
of experience across all aspects of personal, business
and commercial law. Our multidisciplinary approach,
combined with innovative digital technologies, allows
us to deliver quick turnaround times, consistent highquality advice, measurable results and outstanding value.
Our in-depth knowledge of business acquisitions and
divestments, private capital raisings and joint ventures,
and restructures and investments means we understand
how to get the best commercial outcomes for you and
your business.

BlueRock Law works closely with the BlueRock community to provide advice and
expertise across the following service pillars:

Property (including conveyancing
and commercial leases)

Commercial law

Mergers and acquisitions of
businesses

Litigation

Employment law

Wills

Franchising

Insolvency

Get in touch with
a BlueRock Law
Specialist
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Dan Holdsworth
Director, BlueRock Law
dan.holdsworth@thebluerock.com.au
+61 402 012 159
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Ready to achieve your growth goals?

BlueRock Can Help!
Our experienced advisory team can help you and your
clients navigate a successful path through compliance
and structure to growth and success with our
multidisciplinary service offering.

Please get in touch to talk through your needs and goals:
www.bluerock.com.au/contact-us
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